We present the first results of medium-band photometric observations on the 1m Schmidt Telescope of Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory (Armenia). The object sample was created in the SA68 field. The medium-band filter set (13 filters with FWHM = 250 Å + 5 broadband SDSS filters) allowed us to create low-resolution spectra of each object in the SA68 field. We compared them with the template spectra to select AGNs and to determine their photometric redshifts. Our sample consists of 330 objects with 0.5-5.1 redshift range and complete up to 23.0 AB magnitude. The comparison of our sample with SDSS DR10 and BOSS + MMT QSO showed that sufficiently more objects in the 3.2-5.1 redshift range were found.
Introduction
In studies of quasar evolution we need to create a homogeneous sample of objects. The wide variety of methods to obtain such samples exists, and the most commonly used ones are described below.
Radio Surveys
Radio surveys are very powerful for searching AGN and were the original method of QSO selection. It works well at high luminosities, since almost all luminous radio sources are active nuclei. Additionally, the significant part of radio galaxies shows no strong evidence of non-thermal activity [1] . On the other hand, only near 10% of all AGN are "radio loud," so the radio samples are respectively incomplete. Furthermore, the ratio of bolometric luminosity to radio luminosity varies by a factor of 10 5 , and the fraction of the total energy radiated in the radio is small [1] .
X-ray Surveys
The X-ray advantage over the optical selection is that stars do not have high luminosities in this range; consequently, it greatly simplifies the selection of objects. However, to achieve sufficient depth for the detection of distant quasars, long exposure times are required, which is possible only in small fields. Thus, the samples consist of a small object number, and statistical studies based on them are not reliable ( Figure 1 ) [2] . Additionally, the brightness of the quasars at the X-ray range strongly depends on the orientation of the active nucleus, that the part of the active nuclei in X-rays are faint for detection. Figure 1 . The number density of quasars from X-ray data [2] . Solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines show AGN number densities for different luminosity ranges.
Broadband Optical Photometry in the Combination with Infrared and Ultraviolet Surveys
Broadband photometry as a method of active nuclei search has been used for approximately 50 years [3] . With a small number of broadband filters, observers can reach an appreciable depth with short exposure time and can classify field objects based on their color excesses. However, for quasar searching, this technique is confined: shifted emission lines, appearing in different filters, generate a large spread of values in the color space, and the ultraviolet excess does not reveal itself at z > 2.2. One possible solution is to supplement optical photometry with the data from infrared and ultraviolet surveys [4] . Yet, another difficulty is faced: one of the main selection criteria for the WISE infrared data (W1 − W2 > 0.8 proposed by [4] ) stops working properly when z >3 because a significant fraction of quasars is below this limit, which affects sample completeness ( Figure 2 ) [5] . At large redshifts (z > 3), the Lyman break appears at the optical range, which theoretically makes it possible to separate quasars from stars. However, in practical terms, the color difference between two nearby broadband filters should be greater than 2 m . Thus, for SDSS, at a magnitude limit of about 22 m , we can reliably see this difference for objects no weaker than 20 m , which allows us to observe only the brightest quasars at large redshifts. Active nuclei recorded with a lower signal-to-noise ratio are indistinguishable from red stars. The WISE infrared colors of AGNs. Central line shows averaged color-redshift diagram for selected AGNs; upper and lower lines shows data errors. It can be clearly seen that, for most quasars at z > 3, the W1 − W2 > 0.8 criterion is not met [5] . The number density of quasars from X-ray data [2] . Solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines show AGN number densities for different luminosity ranges.
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Broadband photometry as a method of active nuclei search has been used for approximately 50 years [3] . With a small number of broadband filters, observers can reach an appreciable depth with short exposure time and can classify field objects based on their color excesses. However, for quasar searching, this technique is confined: shifted emission lines, appearing in different filters, generate a large spread of values in the color space, and the ultraviolet excess does not reveal itself at z > 2.2. One possible solution is to supplement optical photometry with the data from infrared and ultraviolet surveys [4] . Yet, another difficulty is faced: one of the main selection criteria for the WISE infrared data (W1 − W2 > 0.8 proposed by [4] ) stops working properly when z >3 because a significant fraction of quasars is below this limit, which affects sample completeness ( Figure 2 ) [5] . At large redshifts (z > 3), the Lyman break appears at the optical range, which theoretically makes it possible to separate quasars from stars. However, in practical terms, the color difference between two nearby broadband filters should be greater than 2 m . Thus, for SDSS, at a magnitude limit of about 22 m , we can reliably see this difference for objects no weaker than 20 m , which allows us to observe only the brightest quasars at large redshifts. Active nuclei recorded with a lower signal-to-noise ratio are indistinguishable from red stars. 
QSO Selection by Variability in the Optical Range
Most AGNs are variable objects at the long-periodical timescale and can be used as a selection criterion. This was implemented by Palanque-Delabrouille et al. using E-BOSS data [6] . Theoretically, quasar selection by variability does not require the use of colors. Practically, however, with only variability selection, some variable stars were included in the sample, and additional color selection was still essential (Figure 3 ) [6] .
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Most AGNs are variable objects at the long-periodical timescale and can be used as a selection criterion. This was implemented by Palanque-Delabrouille et al. using E-BOSS data [6] . Theoretically, quasar selection by variability does not require the use of colors. Practically, however, with only variability selection, some variable stars were included in the sample, and additional color selection was still essential (Figure 3 ) [6] . 
Medium-Band Photometry
One of the problem solutions for quasars selection in the optical range is to increase the spectral resolution. By increasing the number of filters and by decreasing their width, we can obtain a spectral energy distribution of each of the field objects with a higher resolution, while the exposure time required to reach the same depth increases as well. Such an approach makes it possible to detect broad emission lines in the AGN spectrum, which presents an opportunity both to separate quasars from stars and to determine their photometric redshifts with sufficient accuracy (Figure 4 ). This method of AGN selection is self-sufficient, but the addition of medium-band photometry with infrared and X-ray data can greatly simplify the selection.
We examined quasar samples obtained with three different methods: broadband optical photometry in combination with infrared and ultraviolet data (SDSS DR10, [7] ), optical variability selection (BOSS + MMT, [6] ) and X-ray data ( [2, 8] ). At large redshifts (z > 3), there is a decrease in the number of objects from the SDSS DR10 broadband photometry (Paris et al. 2013) and the BOSS + MMT sample ( [6] ). However, according to X-ray data, there is no such noticeable decline ( [2, 8] ). Based on the assumption that the lack of distant active nuclei in optical surveys is due to selection effects, we decided to make a QSO sample using medium-band photometry and started the "Medium-Band Byurakan Survey" (MBBS). 
We examined quasar samples obtained with three different methods: broadband optical photometry in combination with infrared and ultraviolet data (SDSS DR10, [7] ), optical variability selection (BOSS + MMT, [6] ) and X-ray data ( [2, 8] ). At large redshifts (z > 3), there is a decrease in the number of objects from the SDSS DR10 broadband photometry (Paris et al., 2013) and the BOSS + MMT sample ( [6] ). However, according to X-ray data, there is no such noticeable decline ( [2, 8] ). Based on the assumption that the lack of distant active nuclei in optical surveys is due to selection effects, we decided to make a QSO sample using medium-band photometry and started the "Medium-Band Byurakan Survey" (MBBS). 
Observations
The medium-band survey of the SA68 field was made on the 1-m Schmidt telescope at the Byurakan Astrophysical Observatory of the National Academy of Sciences of Armenia (BAO). In 2013-2015 the Laboratory of Spectroscopy and Photometry of Extragalactic Objects of the Special Astrophysical Observatory of Russian Academy of Sciences together with the Armenian specialists was engaged in its modernization. The 1-m telescope of the Schmidt system (105/132/213) of the BAO is one of the largest instruments in the world: it is one of the five largest telescopes in terms of mirror size and the third in terms of the objective prisms size. In October 2015, we installed a CCD detector (4 k × 4 k, liquid-cooled, RON ~ 11.1 e, manufactured by Apogee, USA) in the telescope focus with a resolution element of 0.868 arcsec, a field of view of about 1 square degree. The detector is equipped with filter wheels with 20 medium-band filters (FWHM = 250 Å, spectral range covering 4000-9000 Å), 5 broadband filters (u, g, r, i, z SDSS), and 3 narrowband filters (5000 Å, 6560 Å and 6760 Å, FWHM = 100 Å) ( Figure 5 ). Observations were made by the authors of this paper over a period of two weeks in October and November 2016. Such a small observation period minimizes the influence of longperiod AGN variability in the observational data.
Photometry and SED Construction
The SA68 field was exposed in 13 medium-band and 5 broadband filters. The width of mediumband filters was chosen so that the spectral resolution was sufficient to register the broad emission lines (Figure 6 ). To avoid color selection problems during the object detection, a basic object sample was created with a deep image, taken by summing g, r, and i filters (the limiting magnitude in broadband filters was about 25 m ). The sample was cut to 23 m , which is explained by the depth of the medium-band images, for which exposure times of 40-60 min allowed us to register up to 23 m objects with a signal-to-noise ratio higher than 5. This allow us to create the luminosity function of the quasars with MB > −23 up to Z = 3.2 and up to Z = 5 for objects with MB > −24.7. The master list was then created based on deep-image photometry (Figure 7) . Thus, medium-band photometry of all field objects was performed, and spectral energy distribution [9] was constructed ( Figure 7) . 
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The primary selection of quasar candidates was made automatically by comparing the SED of objects with the SED calculated from the model template spectra of the active nuclei. The probability that the object is active galactic nuclei was calculated, and the photometrical redshift determined, using LePhare templates package ([10,11]). Then, the SEDs of the selected objects were viewed manually to make sure the selection was correct.
Results
According to the selected objects, the dependencies of the quasar number density on the redshift were constructed, and a direct comparison was made with the SDSS DR10 and BOSS + MMT samples. It can be clearly seen that, for BOSS + MMT, a significant decrease in spatial density begins at z > 2.2; for SDSS DR10, a similar decline is noticeable at z > 3.5 ( Figure 8 ). However, according to the MBBS data, there is no such significant decrease in object number, which is in good agreement with the X-ray data.
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